
Governors Village Recreation Meeting February 9, 2012 @ Bean and Barrel 
MINUTES 

 
Committee Members Present: Barry Bassett, Garrett Blake, John Cangelosi, 
Christopher Gamber, Linda Jay, Trent Leonard, Tim Mounce, Wes Weaver, Bob Wynne   
 
Committee Members Absent: Rob Czyzewski, Deb Francis, James Hayden, Scott 
Whitney 
 
Prior to the official meeting a Committee photograph was taken for G.V. Website.  
 
Barry Bassett brought the meeting to order. 
 
Item I) Work Accomplished Since Prior Meeting 
 
Barry updated the Committee on the Recreation related work which was accomplished 
since the Recreation Committee’s Summer Meeting: 
 
Such work included: 

- The installation of three (3) additional hose bibs (well water sourced) which were 
installed around the pool deck, 

- New Energy Star certified refrigerator was purchased for the Pool Cabana 
Kitchen 

- One (1) new basketball goal height adjuster was purchased, and was modified to 
allow for proper installation. Both the modification and installation were done by 
Garrett Blake. Barry expressed the Committee’s thanks to Garrett for the 
modification and installation. 

-  Wider sidewalks were created both inside the pool fence (near trash barrels to 
ping pong area), as well as outside the pool fence (from the side gate to the 
sidewalk).  

 
Item II) Playgrounds’ Safety Inspections 
 

(a)  Barry brought the Committee up-to-date on the recent playgrounds’ safety 
inspections. And made note to the Committee of his request to Talis that 
future safety inspections be done with more notice to allow for a 
Committee member to be in attendance, and also that the inspector have 
a ladder during the inspections to allow for proper inspection of equipment 
parts that are not easily visible from the ground. 

 
(b)  Barry handed out copies of the playgrounds’ inspection reports. The noted 

safety related issues from the inspection are being addressed, and any 
required parts are being installed as those parts and materials become 
available.  

 
(c)  Sand Issue at Fountain Park. Chris Gamber noted that the G.V. POA had 

discussed the possible conversion of sand at Fountain Park into mulch, 
with a dedicated sand box/area being created adjacent to mulch for kids’ 
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play. A diagram of the potential project/conversion was shown and the 
Committee discussed their feelings and concerns on the matter.  After 
discussion, the Committee is going to request that Talis check into the 
legal and liability issue, if any, for our community if G.V. decides to not 
convert to mulch (that is, continue to utilize sand around the play 
structures in Fountain Park).  The majority of the Recreation Committee 
favored continued use of the sand in Fountain Park, if there was not a 
legal or liability concern in doing so. Additionally, the Committee discussed 
the option of adding more sand to increase the depth, and whether 
existing (and additional) sand could be roto-tilled (or otherwise de-
compressed/un-compacted) periodically to help aid in safety attributes of 
the sand.  

 
Item III) Tennis: A discussion was raised about the possibility of tennis camps being 
held at the G.V. tennis courts. The Committee restated their position from last year 
regarding the exclusive scheduling of the tennis courts for tennis lessons. The prior, and 
current, position being that tennis lessons, which are open to non-G.V. residents, are 
not going to be allowed because the Committee’s opinion that the courts are maintained 
by the G.V. community exclusively for community residents and their guests to use on a 
first come - first serve basis. 
 
Item IV) Pool Update: 
 

(a) Attendant duties.  Barry confirmed with the pool company that attendants are 
responsible solely for deck, deck items, water quality, cabana cleanliness and 
egregious pool behavior. Essentially, behavior and items occurring on the 
pool deck and above, not in the water – except, as noted above, egregious 
pool behavior which is deemed unsafe. 

 
(b) The planned pool schedule for 2012: Pool opening Saturday May 12   Closing 

Sunday September 16. 
 

(c) Furniture: Ten (10) new chaises have been ordered. Broken straps are being 
replaced on all existing furniture. 

 
(d) Swim Lessons: Scott Whitney will again coordinate swim lessons for 2012. 

 
(e) Rules revision: Scott Whitney has again agreed to update “G.V. Pool Rules” 

for 2012. 
 

(f) Rules distribution: Committee has agreed that it will hand distribute pool rules 
to help save money. 

 
(g) Pool pass card keys: As of today 2/9/12 One electronic pool pass card key 

per G.V. street address. 
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(h) Pool Reservations and Checks: At Talis’ suggestion, and adopted by the 
Committee, two (2) new items to be included in the rules: 

 
1. Pool Party reservations requiring an additional attendant (those parties  

anticipating twenty-one (21) to forty (40) people) must be made, and paid 
for, at least seven (7) days in advance in order to give time to schedule 
the required extra pool attendant. 

 
2. Checks for all other pool reservations must be received by Talis at least  

two (2) business days before the event.  
 

(i) Work afternoon/evening: To be scheduled before pool opening 


